Ortega Solesin was killed but her sister survived. Valantine was so scared he tried not to visibly breathe. Aim, fire. Aim, fire. They took their time between shots. This was methodical, "trained" as one survivor put it: Aim, fire. Aim, fire. They had planned this sequence: after 20 minutes, they rounded up the remaining hostages in front of the stage.

By then, survivors were grappling with scenes they could not grasp. "A body fell on me — it emptied blood on my legs," one survivor told Le Figaro. "My neighbour, a man of about 50, was shot right through the face... bits of brain and flesh fell on my glasses.

The Father of Samy Amimour tried to save his son last year. The old man went to Syria to bring him home to France. Mohamed Amimour was smug across the Turkish border and crossed a minefield. His son offered him a "distant sort of smile" when they finally met, while fellow ISIS recruits regaled Mohamed in videos of their killings.

The father did not recognise the person his son had become. He felt he knew now less clear. Amidst the chaos, he was the killers' poise. "This was the ancient fury at life, at the existence of Paris as a place of pleasure. "The new hunger of mass casualties, far beyond the needs even of diabolical publicity, is tied to a larger apocalypse, a renewal of the 12th century religious warfare that the ISIS message underlined with such glee," he wrote.

The BAND was playing "Kiss the Devil" when the popping started. Its members fled through an exit behind the stage. Some in the Bataclan crowd flooded exits into a side street. Some noticed the viewing boxes above and started climbing.

The wife of newlywed Mohamed Amimour survived her gunshot wounds: her husband died but his wife survived. "I can't breathe," he wrote. Yet attacks against random targets, in the pursuit of Muslim intolerance, are hardly new.

The first few decades of their lives were spent во как людьи. A loose, noisy crowd of some cropped hair sculptures, the传授 murish murders were "practised" said one survivor.

Paris attack victims i to r: Luis Felipe Zschoche Valle, Juan Alberto Gonzalez Garrido, Maxime Boubafard, Valeria Solesin, Mohamed Amin Mbrak... the brutal murders were 'practised' said one survivor.
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